The park in S*Park (aka spark) is a response to the ideal contemporary lifestyle in Denver Colorado 2018. Instead
of taking this space for asphalt alleys, trash cans, and cars, we have activated this space for the residents
of S*Park and the natural systems of the block. The park at S*Park is free of cars but full of living breathing
plants, trees, rain gardens, birds, and humans of all ages. The park is the outdoor living room, children’s play
area, sun deck, and community hot spot for the residents of S*Park. The park also serves as a bio filtration zone
for the projects visible storm water management, utilizing rainwater to hydrate the landscape and lessen the
demand on the City of Denver’s infrastructure, a win-win for the residents.

Birdhouses

Urban Farm

Aloft, above the park are an array of birdhouses
intended to house various regional bird species, supply
night lighting in the park, and give the park a whimsical
art piece of varying size, shape, and coloration.
You may recognize some of the bird house forms as
classic Curtis Park homes, contemporary geometricforms,
or a rainbow ring of migratory bird residences.

Health, beauty, education, and stress management are
all positive side effects of having a garden just
outside your door. The community gardens at S*Park
give the residents an amenity that just keeps giving.
We have taken it as far as to provide for wintertime
greenery by suppling S*Park with a lofted greenhouse
holding down the southwest corner of the project.

Ourdoor Dining

Teepee swings

Proximal to the urban gardens at S*Park is an outdoor
kitchen, allowing the residents to entertain, cook,
and dine outside. Several grills and large entertaining
community tables are set in place to make for easy
outdoor living.

Porch swings and gyrating seats are hung from
triangular structures throughout the park. Locations
and orientations give the swinger a specific view of
the City, an urban garden, or a grouping of trees.

www.LiveAtSpark.com

The information provided in these materials is strictly for informational purposes and shall not be construed as an advertisement, offer or enticement to purchase
real property. All elements, designs, plans, renderings, prices and any other information presented hereon are for informational purposes only, are not guaranteed, and are
subject to change or elimination without prior notice. Where provided, maps, floor plans and models are not to scale, and all measurements are approximate. View
are not guaranteed. Verify all items before purchasing. The project has not been registered under various state or federal laws, and this material is not addressed
to residents in any states which require registration. Void where prohibited by law. (c) 2016 S.Park
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